OVERLAPPING VOICES: My job is... // My job is // My profession is as a // I work at...

THEME MUSIC: “Pay Day” played on guitar by Mississippi John Hurt.

Nancy Groce: America Works, a new podcast from the Library of Congress, features the voices of contemporary workers from throughout the United States talking about their lives, their workplaces, and their on-the-job experiences.

Drawn from hundreds of oral history interviews collected by fieldworkers for the American Folklife Center’s Occupational Folklife Project, America Works is a testament to the wisdom, wit, knowledge, and dedication of today’s working Americans.

From iron workers to home health care workers; morticians to electricians; hairdressers to tobacco farmers; and classroom teachers to port pilots. Join us for their stories – join us for America Works.

THEME MUSIC: “Pay Day” played on guitar by Mississippi John Hurt.